QUANTUM LEAP  SOLO VIOLIN
Downloadable 4 GB East West PLAY virtual instrument

Produced and Recorded By Nick Phoenix
Editing by Pierre Martin
Programming by Justin Harris and Nick Phoenix
Artwork by Steven Gilmore

Virtuoso solo violin recorded in stereo at Remote Control in Santa Monica, CA

Includes the latest version of PLAY software featuring 2 new solo violin reverb impulses designed to make QLSV blend well with all QL libraries including Hollywood Strings

CC11 controls volume on all patches and CC1 or mod wheel controls crossfading or sample switching on all MOD programs

01 Long
QLSV Exp Fst.ewi
-fast attack expressive double bowed vibrato sustains with simulated legato script, velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Exp Lng.ewi
-slow attack expressive double bowed vibrato sustains with simulated legato script, velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Exp Sul Tasto.ewi
-slow attack expressive double bowed sul tasto vibrato sustains with simulated legato script, velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Lyrical Fast.ewi
-fast attack lyrical double bowed vibrato sustains with simulated legato script, velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Sus Nv Vb XFD.ewi
-non vibrato sustain crossfade into vibrato sustain controlled by mod wheel

QLSV Sus Nv.ewi
-non vibrato quad bowed sustain, velocity switching dynamics
QLSV Sus Vib.ewi
- vibrato double bowed sustain, velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Sus Vm.ewi
- molto vibrato double bowed sustain, velocity switching dynamics

02 Short

QLSV Marc Lng RR.ewi
- Round robin long marcato vibrato with velocity switching dynamics and simulated legato script

QLSV Pizz RRx4.ewi
- Round robin x4 pizzicato with velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Sforzando RR.ewi
- Round robin sforzando vibrato with velocity switching dynamics and simulated legato script

QLSV Spiccato RRx12.ewi
- Round robin x12 spiccato with velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Staccato RRx4.ewi
- Round robin x4 staccato with velocity switching dynamics

03 Legato

QLSV Leg All MOD switch.ewi
- all legatos in one patch. 5 postions of mod wheel switches from exp, vib, molto vib, trill leg, port

QLSV Leg Exp.ewi
- sampled legato intervals, expressive legato with double bowed sustains with velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Leg Molto Vib.ewi
- sampled legato intervals, molto vibrato legato with double bowed sustains with velocity switching dynamics
QLSV Leg Nv Vb XFD.ewi
- sampled legato intervals, non vibrato sustain crossfade into vibrato sustain controlled by mod wheel

QLSV Leg Port MOD switch.ewi
-leg vibrato and portamento switched by mod wheel

QLSV Leg Portamento.ewi
-sampled portamento intervals, vibrato legato with double bowed sustains with velocity switching dynamics

QLSV Leg Trill Runs MOD Marc Sfz.ewi
-sampled legato intervals, fast transition real 6 way round robin, half, whole and tri tone intervals with double bowed sustains with velocity switching dynamics, ideal for runs trills and general fast playing

QLSV Leg Vibrato.ewi
-sampled legato intervals, vibrato legato with double bowed sustains with velocity switching dynamics

04 KS

QLSV KS ALL no script.ewi
-all arts except sampled legatos in large keyswitch, no scripts

QLSV KS LONG script.ewi
-all long arts in keyswitch with simulated legato script